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Patrick Mattucci is the Senior 
Systems Designer for Hi-Fi Sales 
in Cherry Hill NJ. At Hi-Fi Sales 2-
Channel Audio is a labor of love 
with an emphasis on better 
music experiences for their 
clients. Patrick counsels his 
clients not to make lateral 
moves with their systems 
instead he advises the client to 
make the vertical improvement 
to their system because “nothing 
wastes time and money like one 
meaningless lateral move after 
another. I advise my clients to go 
vertical from an investment 
standpoint. Taking the time to 
build a trusting relationship with 
our clients means that when a 
customer finds us, they tend to 
stay with us” 
 
System Equipment Set-up: 
BRYSTON BP-6 Two Channel 
Preamplifier, BRYSTON 4BSST 
Two Channel Amp, BOWERS & 
WILKINS Nautilus 803 Diamond 
Full Range Floor Standing Stereo 
Speakers 
 
Analog Front End: 
VPI CLASSIC 2 Turntable w/ VPI 
CLASSIC 3 Tone arm, ORTOFON 
KONTAPUNKT B Moving Coil 
cartridge, BALANCED AUDIO 
TECHNOLOGIES VKP-10 Tube 
Phono Preamp 

 
Digital Front End: 
WADIA MODEL 8 CD Transport, 
TEAC UD-501 DSD DAC, Dell 
Laptop via USB connection to 
Teac DAC 

 

 

 
Decked out with Clarus Crimson 
 
I decked out our system with Clarus cables. Crimson RCA Analog cables from the 
BRYSTON Preamp to BRYSTON Amp, Crimson Speaker cables from Amp to B&W 
speakers. Then for the Analog front end Crimson RCA Analog cables connected VPI 
CLASSIC 2 Turntable to BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES Phono Preamp and more 
Crimson RCA cables from Phono Preamp to Bryston Preamp. On the Digital Front end I 
used a Crimson Digital RCA cable from WADIA CD to TEAC DAC and USB from Dell 
Laptop to DAC. Lastly for power we are using a Tributaries T200 Line Conditioner and 
all components are connected to that using Crimson Power cables except the Bryston 
4BSST Power Amplifier which is connected to the mains power via a Clarus Crimson 
High Current Power cable. The cables I was replacing were original power cords, analog 
cables and speaker wire consisted of Kimber Hero, Stealth Audio, Elco Audio, 
Audioquest, XLO and Straightwire product; all very good and sometimes expensive 
stuff. As described, everything was replaced with an All-Clarus Crimson set-up. 
 
 
Vinyl music selections 
 Dave Brubeck, Eagles, The Beatles, Pretenders, Joss Stone, Dave Matthews, Jaco 
Pastorius, Metallica, Badfinger, Adele 
 
 
CD selections 
Diana Krall, Rodrigo Y Gabriela, Pink Floyd, Cat Stevens, Harry Connick Jr., Brian Setzer 
Orchestra, Fish, Rush 
 
 
High Resolution music selections 
at 24/96, 24/192, 24/358 and DSD (The SACD standard) The Beatles, Doors, Elton John, 
Sonny Rollins, Stevie Wonder, Aimee Mann, The Four Tops, Lyle Lovett 
 
 
I allowed the system to play at moderate to loud volumes, non-stop in our dedicated 
Two Channel Room for over 120 hours before critically listening. Immediately, I heard 
the following improvements in the system: blacker backgrounds especially with vinyl. 
This was very noticeable on good quality vinyl where we went from easily being able to 
hear surface contact noise to not being able to hear anything between the bands of a 
vinyl record. I had one client after another physically walk up to our VPI Classic 2 
turntable and raise the cueing lever to confirm that they were indeed listening to an 
analog source. I think that's startlingly significant, and those black backgrounds helped 
to convince incredulous clients that vinyl did not have to be the noisy medium they 
were lead to believe it is. 
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Because of those black backgrounds, the sense of improved dynamics 
was not subtle. One high resolution file after another easily showed the 
fulfilled promise that the greater signal to noise ratio of digital music 
never quite delivered. That is until now, at least in this system. Perhaps 
because of the lower noise floor, that is why we are now hearing 
improved detail in every recording. Even CD's, which is the lowest 
resolution source in this system, offers greater detail than before since 
the installation of what is essentially an "All Clarus" system. With high 
resolution digital, and especially with vinyl, the B&W 803D's have 
essentially disappeared. That soundstage is that expansive. And as wide 

and high as it can be, it's also become that much more focused, with depth of the soundstage being nothing short of 
amazing. And while it's en vogue for audiophiles to complain about too much detail, or too finely a crafted image on a 
specific spot on the stage, I suffer from no such issues and thoroughly enjoy "seeing the drummer" playing 15 feet 
behind a female vocalist who sounds as if she is stands at 5' 6". 
 
As you may imagine, bass lines no longer go MIA. It's not only easy to follow any bass line; it's easy to get lost in what 
the bass player is doing to the exclusion of the rest of the band. That is until the drummer hits a rim shot that jars you 
from the groove you were locked into and demands your attention. Bass drums are no longer just another drum in a 
drum kit. They are a tactile experience unto themselves. Cymbals can now shimmer and decay in their own time and 
place. Of course, especially on vinyl. And with vinyl, one of the great things the Clarus Crimson brings to the table is an 
end to the notion that vinyl records cannot compete dynamically with digital. In this system, 
with this cable, it just ain't so. 
 
To wrap this up, we love the cable. Our two channel system is not an inexpensive system, and 
decked out with Clarus Crimson, it just got a lot more expensive. But, in the world of high end 
two channel audio, this particular rig is nowhere near as expensive as some of the rigs our 
clients own. And maybe even some of the components in our system are looked down upon by 
the more dogmatic audiophiles among us. But even those audiophiles are doing double-takes 
when listening to our system. With great records, high resolution music files and top notch 
interconnects from Clarus, we have maximized the performance of each individual component. 
And when you can accomplish that goal in a system, then even the hard core audiophile has to 
ask why his CD's, his high resolution files and his vinyl records, on his much more expensive 
system, don't sound better then my music on my showroom rig? 
 
 
 


